
Today’s Tasks 
1. GO To class website and start 

downloading 
video/pic files for new project-  
MUSIC VIDEO EDIT 

2. Finish up DOG BATH Video= 
3. Do Final Edits 
4. Export Movie to our desktop 
5. Copy Movie to your Google Drive in Your 

Arts & Communications Folder 

6. BEGAN Working on New Video Edit Project 
MUSIC VIDEO EDIT 
7. Find where you downloaded the video/pic 
files from today 
8. Make a New Event and New Project- 
named  
MUSIC VIDEO 
9. Follow instructions below to edit your 
website 



Creating Video #2Music Video EDIT
1. Download  the AC Pathway.mov, the kona-bluerock .mov, 
and the blue rock logo from below
2. Import all files to your program......create a new project 
called Kona BlueRock and a new event called BlueRock
3. Put the AC Pathway.mov at the beginning of your timeline 
as your opening sequence
4. Scrub (watch) thru the kona blue rock.mov and bring down 
the first 30 seconds of the clip when the musicians 
start to play (you are cutting out (ignoring ) the part when 
they are tuning up
5. Bring the overall music clip volume down -3db
6. Put a 1 second fade-in and fade-out on the audio (volume) 
section of the clip
7. Add a short transition ( your choice) to the section of the 
clip between the AC Pathway.mov and the beginning of the 
musicians playing music
8. Use the BLADE tool, and cut the kona  blue rock .mov 
(musicians playing clip) into 2 sections
9. Select one of the sections from above and add an EFFECT 
from the EFFECTS tab (your choice)
10. Bring the blue rock-logo small down to the video timeline 
and place it above the clip of the musicians playing, and 
place the logo in the bottom left hand corner of the screen 
for 10 seconds
11. When pau with all the above, select all clips on the 
timeline, and SHARE>Master File--and  be sure you watch 
where this file is going---(it should go to a folder on your 
desktop)
12. Go to your Google DRIVE-- and add your finished movie 
to your Google Drive in a new folder called ARTS & COM
13. We will embed the video in your website later....


